Planning Guide - Undercounter Appliances
Measurements that are off even slightly can cost you more money and create hassle.
We recommend measuring twice before making a purchase.

warnersstellian.com

An appliance returned because it will not fit will incur a delivery fee and possibly a restocking fee.
For questions or concerns about dimensions, please contact your sales associate.

Need help measuring? Our in-home premeasuring service is only $129.99

Double check. Don’t double pay.
Measure the height of the
space under the counter.
Be sure to measure in each
corner.
Front right __________inches
Front left __________inches
Back right __________inches
Back left __________inches
The second measurement you
need is the depth of the space.
The purpose is to determine if
there are any obstacles blocking
the depth of the space, namely
plumbing and electrical.

Measure from the bottom
of the countertop to the
floor in front of the opening.
This will account for any
new flooring that has been
installed.
Left __________inches
Center __________inches
Right __________inches

Is there an island in your kitchen?
Yes

No

Left __________inches

Measure the distance
to the nearest obstacle.

Center __________inches

Distance __________inches

Right __________inches
Is there a 110V receptical
in the base cabinet?
Yes

measure

Use this checklist as a guide to measuring the area.

No

Measure the width of the
space between the cabinets.
Top front __________inches
Top back __________inches
Bottom front __________inches
Bottom back __________inches

Take pictures of your current undercounter appliance or the space it will be installed.
If possible, please take a photo of the inside of the cabinets.

Newer flooring
Original flooring
Subfloor

measure

Countertop

Measure from the bottom of
the countertop to the floor
in front of the undercounter
appliance.
This will account for any new
flooring that has been installed.
Left __________
Center __________

Newer flooring
Original flooring

Right __________

Subfloor

More details
Use this section to help you address which type of appliances will work in your kitchen.
Is your undercounter appliance in a corner?
Yes

No

Do you have hard surface countertops like
granite? These countertops need special
installation procedures for the anti-tip
brackets.
Yes

No

Does your current undercounter appliance
have a custom wood panel attached to the door?
If so, it most likely will not fit on a replacement
undercounter appliance brackets.
Yes

No

For icemakers, is there a sink to pump to or gravity drain underneath?
Yes

No

Getting ready for delivery
There are a few things to do before your new undercounter appliance is delivered.
Locate your breaker panel and identify the breaker
for the undercounter appliance.
The installer needs to turn off the
power to your undercounter appliance during installation.
Locate the water shut-off valve.
In most cases, this is located under the sink and is
attached to the hot water line of the faucet. This
valve must be shut off prior to installation.

Arrival of your new undercounter appliance
Our delivery teams will ensure your experience was pleasant when your new appliances arrive.
• Our delivery teams are insured and qualified.
• If requested, our drivers can call you 30 minutes
ahead of arrival.
• Optional installation includes the connection
of your new undercounter appliance.

and testing

